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Hamilton Jewelers Announces New Engagement Ring Builder and Shopping
Apps

Both apps are available for download now, simply search Hamilton Jewelers in the iTunes App
Store to begin your Hamilton experience.

Princeton, NJ (PRWEB) October 09, 2013 -- Hamilton Jewelers announces the launch of, “With This Ring…,”
a fun and interactive engagement ring builder app. The easy to use format will walk couples through the
process of designing the ideal engagement ring. The journey begins by selecting one of Hamilton’s extensive
engagement ring selections, offering everything from a classic solitaire to the timeless three stone-setting. The
app is compatible with both iPads and iPhones, and has a style for everyone. After selecting a style, the user
will be prompted to select the loose diamond based on parameters of cut, color, and clarity for their GIA
certified diamond.

While it’s enjoyable to design a one-of-a-kind rings, Hamilton recognizes the importance of such a milestone
purchase. Therefore, the app also provides educational information such as the 4 C’s; cut, clarity, color, and
carat weight. To address the romantic side of this momentous occasion, Hamilton has included many novel
proposal ideas to help any nervous groom pop the question in a memorable way. Guests can also bookmark
their favorite designs, save rings as they design, and enjoy videos showing Hamilton craftsmanship.

“With this ring…” joins the Hamilton Jewelers portfolio of iPad and iPhone apps, also including the iCatalog+
app, which allows users to browse and shop the latest Hamilton catalogs. The home section features a
slideshow of the latest images and products. After selecting an item, guests can double tap the image to share
socially, learn product information, or purchase the selected product. Both apps are available for download
now, simply search Hamilton Jewelers in the iTunes App Store to begin your Hamilton experience. Since 1912,
Hamilton has helped generations of brides and grooms commemorate this important milestone and looks
forward to continuing this tradition in the digital age.
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Contact Information
Michael Sweigart
Purpose Advertising
http://www.purposeadvertising.com
+1 (888) 698-6609

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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